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ON TIZ IINAI 1ATION OF VERY FIB ARROL3
A C014PARATM STUDY INVOLVW SMMLL ROMT

Forteohritte der biologisohen aerosol Forachumg Dr. H. Oldiges
(Advanees in biological aerosol research)
33s52-55

Inreasing indastrialization is accompanied by an enrichment of the
atmosphere with suspended particles /erosoig. Of course, a differentiated
filter tchnology 4es make it possible to rem"v come of the coarser admixturem
from industrial waste gaes, for instance; but the very finest aerosol fractions
continue to be fed into our emironment in a by no mnsazu inoonsiderable volume.
In q'dditiou we have the contamination due to radioactive soomponentU released
in atomic processes and molear explosions. Here it is again the very finest
particles which constitute a long-range threat to vast areas because of their
small speed of s;edientatton. The physical and chemical effects of the very
finest aerosols on biological processes in the o-ganiam however still require
extensive olarification. It is therefore advisable to devote special attention
to this portion of the suspended particles. From detailed em•il experiments,
using rats, mice, and golden hamsters, we tried to get an overall picture a to
the quantitative sorption of very fine liquid aeromols in the Vatery phase.

J•terial and Vethod

The animal nateri&l used in these inhalation experiments was of home-
gmeous origin and nature. The averare weight of the rate was 208 g, the
golden hamsters weighed 62 g and the mice weighed 23 g, each, The fresh lung
weights were around 1.5 g for the rats and the trachea weights were around 0.34
g. In the case of the golden hamster lung the figure was 0.6 g and for the
trachea the figure was 0.07 g whereas we determined an average weight of 0.25
g for the mouse lungs and 0.03 g from the trachea.

All experiments were conduoted at a room temperature of 210 G and a
relative nusiditr of 63%. As aerosol generator we had aMailable a well-known
ultrasound atoiser which creates an aerosol alon the surface of the liquid
by men of a focused baum titanate oscillator. As sound frequency we
selected 2.7 No. A oontizual 02 current of 2 i/idc Oondbated the relatively
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homogensou aer ' I into a glass sphere by means of a hose sstem. O top of
this glass sphere we had a Liebig cooler, such an it Is oustomar7 in ohmitWrj
thi cooler was connected with a container by mane of a hose; smalUer plastic
bottles, containing the e"rimental animals, were screwed to this container.
The glass sphere. the IUebig cooler, and the entire condkit system were used
for the extensive screenig of the aerosols. B naens of preliminary eperti-
ment and oontinual aerosol measurements we were able to prove that the drop-
let spectrum remained roughly constant on the level of the expriental animals
and in the area of the experimental abauier roo*7 during the entire sefies of
experiments. We had an aerosol whose largesT particles bad a diameter or no

ore than 1 mu. te most sequsntly found paticle also was around 0.6 mu.
The particle desity wat I0P particles per O and the sprq den4tr me I
vethylwee blue per liter of aerosol. We atomised a L.25% usthblean blue
solution with a pH valu of 6,3. Uch sep stal series u. repeated. several
Me, with toa n , eOh time. The valuse shm we the, &eage values
roM ho TOesRMtvelyp 5 mseie of *eriwmuate.

(b) *

Figure 1. Legends a--particle ln e b--particle vis.

3"erimental Results,

The inveetigatAVls by Fin.uisen, Stieve ard others had shown that
particles of the order of mapitude eMloyed here can puas into the luIng and
penetrate into the alveoli. According to data presented by D 1rnagl, the ian
reason for the deposit in tie Ar passage, in the case of the very fineat
aerosols, Is the olecular momment of Brown. Accordingly, sedimentation
playa only a subordinate role bere. Furthermore, there Is a close interrela-
tionship between the breathin frequency rrat*7 and ,the retention, as xWnasl

S and Piclao e wr able to prove in hUmsj 8U~E.4tg.

we were trying to find out what quantitLes of the finest aerosol pre-
msetd her were aatually condected into the Iugs and what Percentage is

lwpreilpitated alroas In the trabses. A relatftvey. high pasestage will
S pobabl be provipitated alwe# in the e air paSsaies beauso our @eVrl-
gettl a Ials ar Wre mdInls that normliy bre = the se. •eore



we go any turther we idghg observe thbt the resorption of metrlene blue
through the respiratory tract can be overlooked when the eperiment lasts 2
hour%., followed by killing and immedl. ,e section. Nethylene blue could not
be established in any of the oases inve. ÷.igated here, not even as a leucobase
ir. the urine.

The breathing rate of a rat is around 120 breathq per minute. Hore the
S animals inhale 0.1$ y of metl-lene blue with every cmW of air inspired from

the surrounding breathing air. Concentration measurements with the spectral
photometer enabled us to establish only very snail quantities of metbg1ene blue
in the respiratory tract. In the trachea, which was out off all the way to the'
bifureation, 11.2 y of methylene blue had been precipitated whereas only 1097 y

of metkWlene blue were precipitated in the lung itself.

Golden hamsters have a breathing rate of 160 breathe per minutem - :!
thin species of animal we we" able to estab'44h only 6 .7 in the trascba
and 3.6 y of methylene blue in the lungs.

The breathing rate of mice is 210 breaths per minute. After 2 hiuts
of experimentation we were able to establish 5,4 y in the trAchea and 2.4y
of substance in the lung tissues. A comparison of the values for the various
animals is quantitatively not Infrmative here because the breathing rate and
the breaUting dtnamice as well an the anatomic situation play a great role.

The series of experiments with rats, golden baaters, and mice olearly
show us that an increase in the breathing rate is accopanied by a noticeable
decrease in the retention of methlene blue. In the rate, methylene blue was
deposited in the lung tissues and in the trachea in still approximately e'ual
weight proportions; ir the golden hamsters, however, the lung reveals only
slightly more than half of the volume of the tracheal precipitation. As the
precipitation continues to inerftse -- something that happens when mice are
the experyiental animals -- the deposited portion in the lugs continues to
drop and amounts to no more than half of the volume that can be established
in the trachea.

The results presented here enable us to conclude that animals that
beathe through the nose and that have a very high breathing frequency 'are
not very suitable for investigations of very fine aerosols whose droplet
spectrum extends up to 1 mu. A large portion of the substance volume offered
is either retained In the area of the nose and the throat or it Is removed
from the lungs through expiration. Only half or 1/3 of the precipitating
substance is separated in the lung tissues and here it will certainly pene-
trate all the w4y to the alveoli. But this very small portio" can, under
certain cinumtancee, become very significant when we are ealing with a
pharmoologleal or toxic aerosol.

CA the basis of these animal experimenta, Wetu.-e-sw~ Ole. aaded to
other sani siese, we Mt Matortately state *Awt OwArative inveeti-

gatium 0 the effeitvemeus of sarosols with d1ff~eret animal species do
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not make it possible to make any comprir•ons. W6-am-4a&Ulhbret not only
AM a differentiation of aerosol sorption in the various animal species in
terms of quantity but *ess~ft also uM a preferred sorption of certain
aerosol fractions. This obviou difference Is due not only to the physiological
condition of the respiratory passages but also to the differing breathing
mechanics.
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0N TE INH&UTION OF V.,RY FINE AIROSOL :
A COMPARATIVE STUDY ON WALL RODE=TS

D-o H. Oldiges, Fraunhofer Insti-
pp 2-3 tile for Aerobiology, Grafsohaft

(,)rector: K. Bisa, M. D.)

The as yet almost unknown physical and chemical effeots
of very fine aeroaols on the biological and physiological
functioning of the organism muke it seem advisable to devote
special attention to these suspended particles. The attempt
was made in animal experiments on rats, mice and golden ham-
sters to get a 8eneral view of the quantitative uptake of
very fine aerosols uZf the aLoua's phase, By means of familiar
ultrasonio atomizers and by insurting the appropriate sifters
a comparatively homogeneous aerosol was obtained for the in-
halation experiments: the larcost pertf'aoes had L diameter
of not more than 1 , and the most aIequent pnrtiele size
T' . 0.5 * The aerosol density could be varied correspond-
ingly. Thus one Is dealing vdth particle sizes which are
designated as still capeble of I -,,etrating the lungs and rh'ih
are peroeptibly sablcot to Firownian moleculer movement.

In ahoosirýg experimetal animals prefeerece w:as given
to rodents since, as animals tha t bresil throuah the nose,
in tha event of a rather long duration of the experiment --
and the resultant aging of the serosols, they possess in this
rgan a natural filter device which thoroughly prevents

ooarear particles from penetrttig the respiratory truOt. The
inhalates detected in the trachea and lung, consequently,
very probably consist only of Preolpitates of the original
aerosol, Adopted an a tracer was Methylenb Blme, a dye tbt
is non-Injriouis to and easily tolerated by tbe Orgaim. The

omt taka up was qtantitativelY amlyzed by Mons of opeo-
ta~l ;hooWerio mapurments, separately for trachea and
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lung. It was possible to relate the respiration rate and
respiraticn volume of all three species of szperimantal ani-
male, asoertained in parallel experimente, to the amount of
the aesnol absorbed.
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